### Safety Alert

**Title:** MFS Operating Position  

**Applicable to:** High Output Plant  

**Target Audience:** All High Output MFS Operators. (BCS 1;2;3;4 TRS D75)  

**Reason for Alert:** Operators observed during a safety tour operating unsafely by operating from the side of MFS wagon off the access steps.  

**Action to be Taken:** To operate MFS wagons using the correct seating position as per operators manual. If a operator is required to stand on top of the steps from the side, then the use of safety harness is to be implemented and clipped on securely if the operator has the relevant competency for using a harness.

**CORRECT MFS OPERATING POSITION.**

Unless it is clear other protection is in place, never work at height without a safety harness.

For display on noticeboards for 2 months from issue date and use as information for briefings and workbox talks.